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Content 
 
I want to compare the German MU (1990) and its consequences with the EMU and its results 
for the weak states of the EMU 
 
I. Fast reactions on the sudden Unification 
 
1. The reasons for the German MU and the implosion of the productive basis of East-
Germany 
 
2. Huge governmental and social money and ownership transfers 
 
3. Structural and regional policies, huge investments in research, development, universities 
and r&d departments of private firms 
 
4. Low wages, weak trade unions because of low memberships, high unemployment rates, 
high migration rates to the West, but strong environmental movements    
 
II. The productivity problems of Germany and the southern countries of the EMU 
 
1. Times before Maastricht: flexible exchange rates 
 
2. The ninetieth: weaknesses of Germany because of unification costs; low interest rates and 
high investments in infrastructure and housing in the South 
 
3. The 2000th: lower wage costs per unit in Germany because of “structural reforms” and 
wage dumping (Hartz: expanding low wage sector, low growth rates); exploding German 
trade surplus within the EMU; speculation bubbles in Spain (real estates) and Ireland (banks). 
The reduction of interest rates and the deregulation of the financial sector reduced the costs 
for importing capital and financing the deficits. 
 
4. 2007 ff: Financial and banking crisis, transformed in the public deficit und debt crisis, used 
by the financial investors to raise interest rates of the state bonds  of the South significantly 
and to speculate against the weak states. 
 
5. Policy reactions: short Keynesian phase (2009-2010), ECB: policy of cheep money, ad-hoc 
credits for Greece, Ireland and Portugal, combined with radical austerity programmes 
 
6. ESMS, SMS, Fiscal Pact and the so-called growth pact, a classical placebo instrument, 
continue the anti-Keynesian approach, mainly dictated by the German government and elites. 
The problems of Spain and Italy will show that these Instruments will be inefficient and lead 
to depression all over Europe. 
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III. Beneath the depression all over Europe: how to create a strong productive sector in weak 
countries in  times of Maastricht fixed exchange rates? 
 
1. Learning from the German unification process? 
 
2. Learning from the regional structural policies in the Ruhr area from 1960 until now, 
supported by the EU? 
 
3. What is the difference between pure infrastructure policies and the regional structural 
policy? How to combine defensive and offensive elements of policies. What kind of political 
consensus is necessary to realise such an approach?  
  

 
 
 
 
 

1. The reasons for the German MU and the implosion of the productive basis of East-
Germany and fast reactions 
 
Mainly political reasons created the unification and Monetary Union as a quasi-natural 
accident at the 1.9.1990. Still in March 1990 the Expert Committee of Economists advising 
the government (Sachverständigenrat) proposed to create a ten years co-federation and co-
habitation of the West and the East, to get time for preparing the East for the unity, to 
accelerate productivity growth and so on. Also Oscar Lafontaine, the SPD-candidate for the 
general election in autumn 1990, declared that a sudden unification would be a big mistake 
and illusion. Chancler Helmut Kohl won the elections because he promised immediately 
growing “blühende Landschaften” in East Germany.  The government, the community of 
economists, who mostly have been supply orientated and Friedman monetarists, and also the 
mass press and the majority of the people believed that like in 1948 ff a wonder would happen 
because of the strong DM. This vision was only possible because of the strong neo-liberal 
bias of the West-German elites and the naivety of the Eastern people. Nevertheless it was 
mostly clear, that a single currency had to be accompanied by an economic, financial and 
social union (Ausgleichsunion) - in which form ever - like in each national state. 
 
Within half a year the Eastern industry was imploding in 1990 by more than 50 % and about 
65 % within 1 year (!!) because of the real exchange rate revaluation growth 
(Aufwertungseffekt) in the East-area (more than 200%) and the technological rewardness and 
not up to date design of most products, which all together resulted in a low productivity. The 
unemployment rate exploded therefore. Unemployed, wages in the still existing industries and 
the public sector were financed (1) by West-East- transfers, about 80 billion a year, within the 
social security insurances. On the European level this transfer mechanism does not exist, (2) 
public transfer expenditures, about 80 billion each year, especially by the Federal State 
(solidarity pact I and II), by a special tax, the solidarity tax, and  (3) by Western companies 
who invested in the New Länder, and (4) by the European Regional Fonds, even 16 billion € 
fro 2007 to 2013, because East-Germany completely became Objectiv 1 area. (5) Last but not 
least the public debts grew very rapidly. So very quickly after the unification Germany 
became a strong “Ausgleichsunion”.  The German Memorandum Group proposed to 
introduce higher income-taxes for the rich people and a special wealth contribution 
(“Vermögensabgabe”) . 
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2. Huge governmental money and ownership transfers (privatisation via the Treuhandanstalt)  
 
  
The Treuhandanstalt (THA), a new public organisation, which got ownership and 
management power of all the industrial and service companies with the intention to sell them 
immediately, was managed by top managers of the private and state industry (Dürr, Detlev 
Rohwedder, Birgit Beuel). They made the same mistake as they all did in 1990: believing to 
the “Selbstheilungskräfte des Marktes”, that means that the state has not to improve and invest 
in state owned companies, but only has to sell them.  “Privatisation has to be made before 
structural improvements”. This strategy let to huge losses of jobs and money, and at the end 
of the day these losses of the Treuhandanstalt cumulated to about 350 billion DM.  
Today Greece, also Spain and Italy and other countries are forced to sell their public 
companies and infrastructure expecting about 50 billion € alone in Greece, and the Troika 
tries to take a similar way like in Germany by installing a public, but not democratic 
controlled institution (“Treuhandanstalt”, see above) which has to sell all these companies (of 
course with very low prices in an environment of depression). This approach will also be 
installed in the other countries which are in trouble.  
 
3. Structural and regional policies, huge investments in research, development, universities 
and r&d departments of private firms after a phase of radical deconstruction of the former 
industrial – the example of the Ruhr area and the city of Dortmund 
 
Under the conditions of a single currency in a national state you have some different 
instruments to reduce regional disparities of income and deployment: (1) a strong system of 
vertical and horizontal finance equalisation transfers. (2) a special investment strategy of 
public firms and companies. (3) regional incentives for private and public investments, mostly 
concentrated on the regions in crises. (4) Public infrastructure investments on the highest 
technological level with priority to the less developed regions on the level of the Länder. 
Expenditures for high level universities and other scientific institutions.  Of course the most 
difficult part is to develop new private SM-firms in the high-tech sector und to help existing 
companies to reach the next level of technology und to defend and expand their market 
shares. Therefore it sometimes seems that the regional funds of the EU are too less 
concentrated on the productive core sector of the regional economies, because it is much 
easier to spend the money for the construction of infrastructures and even of new universities 
and research institutes, although they are also absolutely necessary. The EU-regulations of 
subsidies and competition (“Beihilferegeln”) make it very difficult to create new strong 
regional economies, but it is possible and needs much time.  
 
The Ruhr-area (5 million people) is a good example, especially the technological policy of the 
city of Dortmund (about 590000 inhabitants) (in combination with the science policy of 
NRW) (Bömer 2000;2005). But this example also shows that a good macroeconomic and 
employment policy is a conditio sine qua non for a significant reduction of unemployment 
and poverty. This macroeconomic framework is not able to be compensated by an up to date 
regional and local policy.    
 
The regional policies in the Ruhr and in Dortmund have had two main components,  
(1) a defensive one, which gave the shrinking branches coal and steel and the other parts of 
the coal and steel cluster a controlled and rather social form and time: reduction of steel 
capacities and employment under the regulation of Art. 58  Montanunion Treaty (price and 
quota cartels from the last seventies and the eighties) , which prevented the sudden death of 
huge regions and cities like the Ruhr and Dortmund, Lothringen Liege and Dunkirk). The 
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velocity of the reduction of coal mining capacities and jobs was reduced by huge public 
subsidies which gave this shrinking process a 30 years perspective.  This approach was not a 
radical market one like the Thatcher policy of liquidation of the heavy industries in the 80th, 
but a more or less controlled Keynesian process with a strong offensive component (2): huge 
investments in science and technology, education and new universities, huge transport 
investments, fundamental environmental improvements and urban design, but especially in 
technology centres and in the support of small and medium companies. So old and new 
industrial cores could be developed. The steel industry was extremely modernised so that 
Thyssen-Krupp nowadays is producing about the same amount as in the eighties, but with 
only one third of workers. And the city of Duisburg still is the largest steel town in Europe, 
nowadays without subventions. Although the density of industry of the Ruhr  (industrial jobs 
per 1000 inhabitants) has been reduced by more than 50%, there exist a modernised old and a 
new high-tech core.  Today nevertheless the “green belts” of the Ruhr, the Sauerland, the 
Bergisches Land (mounting areas) and the Western Münsterland, an agrarian area) have an 
industrial density which is double as high as in the former high industrialised Ruhr area. 
 
Nevertheless all the time from the beginning of the eighties the unemployment rate has been 
more than double of the national level, and also the poverty rate was about as double as high 
on the national level. This means that an advanced and modern regional policy is not able to 
compensate bad macroeconomic and social policies (see Arbeitsgruppe Alternative 
Wirtschaftspolitik, several years). 
 
But one important lection is that it is very useful ton invest high sums in weak regions to 
defend and develop the industrial and productive basis, although you may need two or three 
decades to be successful. There must of course exist the political will of the society to 
guarantee more or less equal living conditions (like it is called in Art. 72.3 of the German 
constitution). 
 
In East-Germany the first component of regional policy, the defensive one, was very weak 
and short, a result of the neo-liberal approach of the unification strategy. Within a few month 
most parts of the industry were destroyed. It was indeed worldwide the severest economic 
shock in peace times, the result of the 200 to 300% real revaluation after the sudden 
introduction of the monetary union. So the offensive part –creating new industries – was very 
difficult and expensive. The boom of the construction industries, resulting from the 
fundamental and public financed modernisation of the infrastructures and the building stock 
in the cities (public-private financed by huge tax releases for private investors) created for 
some years more than a million jobs in the construction industry – similar to the construction 
boom in some of the Southern EWU-members after the foundation of the EMU. This means 
that the real dimension of the economic weakness of industries was seen very late by 
politicians, people and also by most parts of the economist community. Also in Germany the 
trade imbalance between West and East was and is very high still today and in the next 10 to 
20 years, what means that huge transfers have to be made in theses decades. In September 
2012 Prognos, a well known institute for economic projections, estimates in a expertise paper 
for the minister of economic affairs of Thüringen (SPD) that after 1.4 billion € public 
transfers from 1990 to 2012 another one billion € public and private transfers would be 
necessary until 2030 to reduce the differences to the Western federal states from 80 to more 
than 90 percent. In opposite the Federal government plans to finish the Solidarpakt II in 2019. 
 
So the second lection of the German unification is that the costs of the unification are as 
higher as weaker the defensive component of regional policy approach is. 
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Thirdly only the state or state owned and stabilised companies and institutions are able to 
prevent a whole collapse of the industries if thy are interested in. Privatisation before 
reconstruction is a fundamental and strong mistake.  
 
 4. East-Germany in the 90th and the first decade of the 21th century: Low wages, weak trade 
unions because of low memberships, high unemployment rates, high migration rates to the 
West, strong environmental movements. 
 
The macroeconomic environment for the defensive and offensive regional policies in the East 
firstly has been low wages in absolute terms (also because of the weakness of the Unions in 
the East), but in the beginning existed high wage unit costs (Lohnstückkosten) because of the 
low productivity. This changed by fixing the absolute wage cost below the West by about one 
third and by a very high growth rate of productivity which resulted of the extremely modern 
character of the investments of Western companies. Low wages of course destabilised the 
home market. It would have been an alternative to subsidise wages more strongly  intending 
to reduce the conflict between  wage unit cost and living standards via purchasing power. 
Today East-Germany has a high productive industry, but the density of industry is still 
medium. Research and development within the industry is still very low, the services sector 
for the industry is mainly located in the West, and nearly all headquarters do the same. So the 
East is still a completely dependent region. The capital of this region, Berlin, is the poorest 
metropolitan area of Western Europe with more than 15% unemployment rate, although some 
branches are booming (tourism, culture, other creative industries). 
 
A huge problem of the East is the demographical change. About 1 million mostly people 
migrated to the West, especially to Bavaria, Baden Württemberg and Hessen. Nowadays it is 
difficult to find young people for qualified jobs in East-Germany. 
In the long run it is very important that a rather strong environmental movement protected 
landscape and nature in a time of extreme investment euphoria and promotion in the East. So 
tourism and also soft tourism finds very good conditions in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, the 
Baltic see coast, Brandenburg and Thüringen.  Also the agrarian sector is high productive. 
 
 
II. The productivity problems of the southern countries of the EMU 
 
1. Times before Maastricht: flexible exchange rates 
 
Germany was in and after the world war II a high productive  industrial society with a high 
level of r&d and engineering. In the first two decades the exchange rate to the dollar (4.20 
DM/US-Dollar) was supporting export industries and preventing imports extremely. 
Countries of the South in these times have been semi-industrialised or like Italy divided in the 
more and more industrialised North and the agrarian and social disintegrated South. Until the 
EU-membership these countries only could live in competition with the North of the EU 
because they developed a more or less feasible mixed economy with large parts of industry 
being in public ownership. Even France gave this way after the eighties. The second 
explanation is the exchange rates system which have been only a little flexible in the Frame of 
Breton Woods up to 1973 and after that by “free” exchange rates the to EMS I (1980) and  for 
a short time since 1992 (EMS II, +- 15%). Greece for example devaluated in the 70th and 80th 
by about 100 % to the DM.  
The regulations of the Maastricht Treaty changed the macroeconomic environments again 
completely.  Firstly the regulations (convergence  criteria) of potential membership reduced 
the opportunity of devaluation, secondly the sharp fall of interest rates expanded the 
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investments in infrastructure housing and public and private indebtness. The last effects 
overwhelmed the first ones, Although the growth rates were high, the competitiveness 
reduced sharply, documented by the growing trade deficits after the year 2000..   
 
2. The ninetieth: “weaknesses” of Germany because of unification costs 
 
Beginning with the unification Germany became a trade deficit country which helped France, 
Italy and other countries to compete. As argued above low interest rates pushed high 
investments in infrastructure and housing in the South. Because of the austerity policy in 
Germany the unemployment rates were very high.  
 
3. The German “structural reforms” of labour markets and social systems in the 2000th  
 
The results were lower wage costs per unit in Germany because of “structural reforms” 
(Hartz: expanding low wage sector, low growth rates, high trade surplus within the EMU). 
Germany won back the economic hegemony  after finishing the trade deficits in 2000.  
 
The real estate bubble of the early ninetieth especially in the new Länder was managed quiet 
silent until 2000, but the collapse of the Hypo Real Estate in 2008 showed that also Germany 
was very heavily involved in the financial market crises and real estate bubble. Speculation 
bubbles in Spain (real estates) GB (housing) and Ireland (banks) expanded since these times. 
The reduction of interest rates and the deregulation of the financial sector also reduced the 
costs for importing capital and financing the public deficits. 
 
4. 2007 ff: Financial and banking crisis, transformed in the public deficit und debt crisis, used 
by the financial investors to raise interest rates of the state bonds of the South significantly 
and to speculate against the weak states. 
 
5. Policy reactions: short Keynesian phase (2009-2010), ECB: policy of cheep money, ad-hoc 
credits for Greece, Ireland and Portugal, combined with radical austerity programmes 
 
6. ESMF, EMF, Fiscal Pact and the so-called Growth Pact, a classical placebo instrument, 
continue the anti-Keynesian approach, mainly dictated by the German government and elites. 
The problems of Greece, Spain and Italy will show that these instruments will be inefficient 
and lead to depression all over Europe. 
 
III. Beneath the depression all over Europe: how to create a strong productive sector in the 
weak countries   times under the dictate of  Maastricht rules: fixed exchange rates and strong 
stability regulations 
 
 
1. Learning from the German unification process? 
 
The single currency without trading restrictions calls for huge regional transfers. Also a 
“European social union” has to be installed step by step. The investments for a controlled 
reduction of sectors which can not become competitive must be paid, and last not least the 
science polis approach for creating new industries (look for example to the Ruhr area in 
Germany) has to be realised. In general, expenditures for education and especially research 
and development have to increase fundamentally. Within the weak states reforms like tax 
reforms and realisations are urgent, and wealth taxes for the rich are necessary.  
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All this means that the investment rate has to raise significantly, just the opposite of the 
permanent austerity policy memorandums of the Troika. Debt problems only can be reduced 
in an environment of high investments and job growth. The budget of the EU must be 
enlarged significantly in the period of 2014 to 2020, from 1% to 5%  as it was discussed in the 
Euromemo Group. This seems to be a huge amount, but in comparison with the German 
unification   it is not so much. 
 
2. The financialisation of the economies and the economic policies neglects and ignores real 
economic relations (for example the interregional trade balances) and problems of developing 
production capacities on a high technology level. In a single currency area the weak regions 
have not only demand problems, but also supply difficulties. The level of necessary financial 
inputs and transfers depends on the dimensions of differences between the productivities, the 
innovation capacities and the economies of scale. The development of these capacities has to 
accept the new ecological and structural rules and aims of the non fossil future of mankind. 
This is a project for minimum half a century. It is absurd to believe that Germany, France and 
other leading countries in Europe could realise these objectives without the other European 
partners.   
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